
Crew Name – Muriwai VLS 

 

What does it mean to your crew to be a part of the SLSNZ Surf Boat Team? For 

us it’s an awesome achievement and honour to have the opportunity to represent our 

country. It’s recognition of the hard work we put in every day and shows that hard work 

really does pay off. We also think being a part of the team also provides us with an 

awesome platform to help grow and encourage people in the sport.  

 

What are your long-term crew goals as New Zealand representatives? We would 

love to continue to represent NZ and competing at a high standard. We also think it’s 

really important that we use this platform to help grow and raise the profile of the surf 

boat rowing across NZ. 

 

What were your 2017-2018 season goals? This season we have a range of goals for 

the different parts of the season, our first goal for the season was to successfully be 

selected as the New Zealand Woman’s Surf Boat team, for the middle part of the season 

our goal is to take down the Australians in the Trans-Tasman test and then for the final 

part of the season we are aiming for double gold at nationals. 

 

  

Ricky Butt (sweep) Ricky is our sweep and coach and has recently 

found a great love for pair rowing. Ricky is great at continuously 

challenging us to push ourselves and discover new limits. Ricky won his 

first national surf rowing title in 1978 and started sweeping in 1988. 

Outside of rowing Ricky is a builder by trade. 

  

Nicole Owen (stroke) Nicole is our trusty stroke, she keeps things 

consistent even when it feels like the waves are out to get us. She also 

is really great at multi-tasking she can count and row at the same time 

(a few of us struggle with this) when Nicole isn’t setting the time she can 

be found fighting crime as she is a police officer in Auckland. 

 

  

Kathryn Wright (second stroke) Kat is our designated talker and 

while racing she is awesome at reminding us to keep our technique 

together when the going gets tough. She is our token ginger, Aussie 

(she was born in NZ but lived in Australia for a number of years) and our 

mobile surf rowing hand book as she is full of knowledge on the sport. 

Outside of rowing Kat is studying to become a lawyer at the University of 

Auckland.  

 

  

Jaime Gunderson (second bow) At 22 Jaime is the youngest member 

of our crew.  Jaime is new to the Meerkats and has slipped into the role 

of resident chef and can often be found in the kitchen cooking up our 

pre-race day meals. She is also responsible for keeping our social media 

fresh and organising other marketing things, based on this it should be 

no surprise that outside of rowing Jaime works in marketing, at Fletcher 

Building.  

 

  

Alison Craigie (bow) Alison was one of Muriwai’s first female surf 

rowers and was recruited by Ricky to be bow seat when he caught wind 

of her previous life as a land crab. Ali is a master organiser, she 

organises all our training and makes sure we are entered for all the 

upcoming carnivals. When she is not organising us she can be found 

organising the construction site as she is a site engineer for Fletcher 

Construction. 


